H igh Drag - Low Mass Aircraft
We first started using the term “high drag
- low mass” aircraft, in our first book “A Professional Approach to Ultralights” written
back in 2003. Since this term is the topic of
this article, we should begin by elaborating
on its definition. An “ultralight aircraft”, although not a fully inclusive definition, would
probably be a categorization of aircraft that
you would most closely identify as having
the characteristics of a “high drag-low mass
aircraft”. These aircraft have operating characteristics that set them apart from “traditional” aircraft. And, as a result, we continue to
see unintentional accidents at a frequency
that leaves us with a desire to address the
subject matter. In our area, we recently saw
this scenario play out once again. A Quicksilver GT-500 with student and instructor on
board, suffered an engine failure shortly after
takeoff (approximately 100 ft) in the middle
of a 6000 ft runway. And, although injuries
were only minor, the aircraft was destroyed.
Engine failure aside, the primary reason for
the subsequent crash, was a simple unfamiliarity with energy management protocols for
these type aircraft. These type of accidents
occur almost exclusively as a result of an
engine failure. As long as the engine continues to produce thrust, we can overcome
the inherent drag of the aircraft design, and
for all practical purposes, make the aircraft
respond and perform like a more traditional
aircraft.
In our previous article, we addressed the
subject of energy. In particular, the process
of converting chemical energy (fuel) into kinetic energy (airspeed), potential energy
(altitude), and heat energy (drag). In this article, we are addressing what happens after
the engine quits. This essentially means
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that we are now dealing with only three forms of energy. The energy that is stored
as potential and kinetic energy. And the constant “sucking” of that energy in the form
of drag to maintain airspeed. It’s often difficult to wrap our minds around really how
much drag is on a particular aircraft. If we look at the formula for calculating drag figure (Figure: 2), we can see that it isn’t really all that complicated. For a given velocity and air density it is really the (size (A) of the object or aircraft) x (the shape of the
object (drag coefficient)) that determines the total drag force. The coefficient of drag
is a dimensionless variable generally derived from wind tunnel testing to account for
the many nuances of drag as a result of very complex shapes and interactions with
the air.(Figure: 1) It is helpful to be able to visualize the difference that the coefficient
of drag makes on the total drag. In our graphic we can see that, if all other things are
equal, there would be nearly nine times the amount of drag on our ultralight compared to the basic glider. In Thurston’s book “Design For Flying” he gives us two formulas for the layperson that become helpful in understanding drag. (Figure: 3) The
premise for these formulas is the principle that in unaccelerated flight, thrust equals
drag. Using a conservative propeller efficiency of, let’s say, .75 at maximum power,
we can now extract an approximation of both the coefficient of drag total, and the total drag opposing thrust. When we look at these high drag low mass aircraft closely,
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we recognize immediately that the
ratio of drag to mass leaves us
with a scenario similar to that of
our golf ball graphic. Our white
golf ball, a regulation 45.9 g
golf ball, leaves the tee at the
same velocity as our practice golf ball weighing
in at only 10
g. The kinetic energy is quite
different
in each
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case,
both golf
balls exhibit the same drag coefficient as they are both identical in size and texture. However,
the kinetic energy imparted to the regulation golf ball is significantly higher.(Figure:
4) Remember, Newton’s first law of motion states that, a body in motion remains in
motion until acted upon by an outside source. We normally refer to this as “inertia”. In
our golf ball example, the force that is absorbing this kinetic energy is drag from the
air and friction along the ground. Both the distance and the time until both golf balls
are at rest is also quite different. And like our golf ball example, the ultralight versus
traditional aircraft scenario is similar but with a few nuances that make the situation
even more critical.
Let’s walk through what we refer to as the Vx dilemma.(Figure: 5) There is an angle of climb on many of the high drag low mass aircraft
that results in a situation that is nonrecoverable in the event of an engine failure. No
matter how proficient the pilot, the math
does not support the possibility of a
successful outcome! Position 1:
engine failure. It may take
the average pilot a few
seconds to register
what has happened
in the event of an
engine failure,
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but even with an expert pilot responding
instantaneously, we
have several things
going against us in
this scenario. Because of the loss of
thrust the aircraft begins to slow rapidly.
Additionally, the aircraft is headed uphill, converting what
little kinetic energy
there is in to potential energy. On the
climb the aircraft is
already fairly high up
on the coefficient of
lift curve, and even
with a quick response
and aggressive pushover, within two seconds we may be able
to start rounding the
apex of the curve, but
at this point we have
dissipated all excess
kinetic energy and
we are at 16° to 18°
angle of attack. The
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drag in this configuration goes up even more. If we allow the aircraft to sustain this angle of attack, our
optimal glide ratio of 5.5:1 would be more in the neighborhood of 2:1. If we continue
to push over hard in order to be able to lower the angle of attack, we can start to convert the altitude back into airspeed. However, it’s not quite as easy as it might at first
seem. Because of the high drag configuration the ability to convert altitude back into
kinetic energy is a bit difficult. Think of dropping a feather, (the ultimate example of
high drag low mass) terminal velocity is reached literally within a few seconds. It’s not
that bad, but feeding the “drag beast” requires an exceptionally low nose attitude and
“time” to convert the altitude into airspeed. With an engine failure at 100 feet AGL, we
have neither. Looking at the airfoil data chart,(Figure: 6) you can start to get an understanding of the necessity to arrive at the runway with additional energy. Starting
the landing round out and flare at 2° angle of attack (represented in green) results in
a fairly significant increasing coefficient of lift with a moderate increase in drag with

just a 6° pitch change. Starting that 6° pitch change at 12° results in a
tremendous amount of drag increase with virtually no significant increase in lift. This is that area that you may be familiar with,
that is often referred to as the “mush”. Same pitch change
but virtually no increase in lift and a significant increase in
drag. The solution to the problem is actually quite simple.
However, just talking about it and explaining it, isn’t
sufficient. The “site picture” in these aircraft is
really quite different than a traditional aircraft.
That site picture is exacerbated in an
emergency
situation. The time interval, like the practice golf
ball, is very short. It is nearly
impossible to be successful without
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having first practiced the engine off
scenario. The most common error made by transitioning pilots, is to start the flare to
soon. Even arriving at transition point with the normal amount of airspeed leaves us
with only enough kinetic energy to effect a round out and flare lasting only 3 to 4 seconds.(Figure: 7) If you’re going to arrive at the runway with the minimal amount of energy you’re going to have to time it absolutely perfect. In practice, we have the engine
to save our butt. And that’s the purpose of training. We have a saying, “you can’t do
it till you’ve done it”. It usually takes less than an hour of transition training to make a
traditional aircraft pilot competent. It’s not hard, it’s just different. Really, really different. If you are a pilot that flies a high drag low mass aircraft you already understand
what we are talking about. And you also know one other secret about these type aircraft. They are some of the most enjoyable aircraft to fly.

